Native Hosts: [Claremont] CALIFORNIA
Today your host is...
Public art installation by Edgar Heap of Birds

1. CHENOOEH - HONDO RIVER, one of four sacred rivers
2. JOAT - MT. BALDY, one of four sacred mountains
3. HAR’WOVET - SADDLEBACK, one of four sacred mountains
4. JAMIWU – MT. SAN JACINTO, one of four sacred mountains
5. AKVANGNA – MT. SAN GORGONIO, one of four sacred mountains
6. AHMUTSKUPIAN’GNA – CAJON PASS
7. KUUKAMO – CUCAMONGA
8. PUNTITARUN’NGA – PASADENA
9. TOTOTINGAH – SAN GABRIEL RIVER, one of four sacred rivers
10. AASHUUKSHANGA – AZUSA
11. POVU’NGA – LONG BEACH
12. TOPANGA – TOPANGA
13. YAANG’AR – LOS ANGELES
14. KAHHO – SANTA ANA RIVER
15. KEЧE’KNGA – SANTA MONICA
16. PIMU’NA – CATALINA ISLAND
17. SANGRAVYEEL – SAN GABRIEL RIVER, one of four sacred rivers
18. TEВA’XAN’GA – LOS CER@ITOS
19. PAYMI – LOS ANGELES RIVER, one of four sacred rivers
20. TOROJOATN’GNA – CLAREMONT (located in front of the Pomona College Museum of Art)
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